JOYCE WYDEN

I am now setting up a film lab which will include the use of videotape at the Phoenix Institute in order to deal with the present crisis which is now latent in our thoughts and hidden in our lives. I shall need to use my own lab space as I will use a film lab in the Institute. I am training women for film work for the Phoenix Institute and I am taking the training of women seriously.

HARVEY SIMONS

New York, June 18

TO TAKE SONG TO BED WITH YOU...

The present crisis is perhaps the darkness which has been the result of the development of technology. It is our responsibility to help individuals open their hearts to the world of love and beauty, to help them understand that love is a divine force which can transform negative emotions into positive ones.

LES LEBAN

New York

JOHN AND MIM'S BOOK OF LOVE is a video album of two people engaged in sexual love and discourse about the relationship. It is a record of the experience and feelings of the two people involved, and it is also a record of the development of technology.

AL SCHEFFLIN

New York

Tepethesis is a series of television tapes which present the idea of giving women the opportunity to make music and dance and express themselves through the medium of television. It is a series that is being broadcast on a local cable channel in New York City.
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